3D Face Powder Application Guide

**ILLUMINATING POWDER**
Sweep from the outer third of the under-eye area to the temple. Also for the bridge of the nose.

**HIGHLIGHTING POWDER**
Apply to the under-eye area to decrease dark circles. Also for the T-Zone.

**CHEEK POWDER**
Brush on the cheek for a natural, healthy glow.

**NUANCE POWDER**
Layer with Cheek or Shading Powder to increase the effect of the Cheek Powder and to add depth. Dab to the edge of Shading Powder to help blend with natural skin tone.

**SHADING POWDER**
Lightly dust along the face line to give a sculpted look.

The best way to apply 3D Face Powder is with the ARTISTRY® Multi-use Face Brush. See page 5 for details.
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**Shading**

- Shimmer Pink 11-0078
- Shimmer Coral 11-0079
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Brush on the cheek for a natural, healthy glow.
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Layer with Cheek or Shading Powder to increase the effect of the Cheek Powder and to add depth. Dab to the edge of Shading Powder to help blend with natural skin tone.

SHADING POWDER
Lightly dust along the face line to give a sculpted look.
The ARTISTRY® Multi-use Face Brush is a 3-in-1 magnetic brush, perfect for applying 3D Face Powder as well as other ARTISTRY face powders and cheek colours. And it fits easily into the ideal Compact for on-the-go touch-ups.

Option A: Full Brush
Best for shading and cheek powders.

Option B: Single Half Brush
Best for highlighting and illumination powders.

Option C: Folded Together
Best for cheek and nuance powders.
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